Mini Mover Mania FAQs
How do I earn coins?
There are no in‐app purchases. Coins are only earned through gameplay. The amount is determined
based on the amount of boxes delivered and how quickly they are delivered. Coins can be lost if the
player runs red lights.

How do I get tools and trucks?
The store can be accessed by selecting the “Store” button in the main menu. In the store, the player can
swap between tools and trucks by selecting the “Tools” and “Trucks” panels at the top of the store
menu.
Individual items can be cycled through with the arrow buttons. Items can be purchased by selecting the
“Buy” button, and then selecting the “Yes” button in the confirmation screen.
Tools can be purchased multiple times and are consumed when used. Trucks can be purchased once and
are always available for use once purchased.

How do I use my tools and trucks?
Purchased trucks can be accessed during level selection by pressing the “Pick Truck” button. Trucks can
be cycled through with the arrow buttons.
Purchased tools can be accessed once a level has been selected. While placing boxes on the truck, the
player can select tools to use from the upgrade panel. Once selected, the tool will be used. A tool will
not be used if its amount is zero.

How do I place the boxes?
Once the player has selected the “Start” button in the level selection menu, he/she enters the
placement phase. The player can touch the boxes with his/her finger and drag them onto the truck.
Boxes will break if they are placed within one another, if they are placed within the truck’s red areas,
and if they collide with the ground.

How do I move the truck?
After the boxes have been placed and the player selects the “Let’s Get Moving!” button, the driving
phase begins. The player can move forward by touching the pedal on the right side of the screen. The
player can move backward by touching the pedal on the left side of the screen.
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What does the red light do?
If the player runs through a red traffic light, coins are deducted and time is added. The player must wait
at a red light until it turns green. The player can then pass through the green light with no penalties.

How do I unlock levels and difficulties?
Once a level is beaten, the next level will be unlocked on the easiest difficulty. The next difficulty for the
currently completed level is also unlocked.
Example: If level three is completed on easy, then level four will be unlocked on easy. Additionally, level
three will be unlocked on medium.

How do I tilt my truck?
The player can tilt their vehicle by tilting his/her device. This is useful for saving boxes from falling off or
for landing the vehicle after driving off a ramp.

What are the level statistics?
During level selection, the player’s level statistics are visible. The player’s best times, highest amount of
boxes delivered, and highest score are recorded separately for each level. Note that the recorded
statistics do not necessarily reflect a single completion of a level.
Example: If a player completes a level with one box in thirty seconds, then completes the same level
with ten boxes in fifty seconds, the level statistics will display that the level was beaten in thirty seconds
and that the level was beaten with ten boxes.
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